Prevalence, outcome, and health consequences associated with persistent infection with bovine viral diarrhea virus in feedlot cattle
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Objective—To estimate prevalence of cattle persistently infected (PI) with bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) at arrival at a feedlot, prevalence of chronically ill and dead PI cattle, and the magnitude of excess disease attributable to a PI animal.

Design—Cross-sectional and cohort studies.

Animals—2,000 cattle at the time they arrived at a feedlot, 1,383 chronically ill cattle from 7 feedlots, and 1,585 dead cattle from a single feedlot.

Procedure—Skin biopsy specimens were collected and evaluated via immunohistochemistry. Cattle were characterized as either PI or not PI with BVDV on the basis of characteristic immunostaining. Follow-up was obtained for the 2,000 cattle from which samples were collected at arrival, and health outcomes were determined for cattle exposed and not exposed to a PI animal.

Results—Prevalence of PI cattle was 0.3% at arrival, 2.6% in chronically ill cattle, and 2.5% in dead cattle. Risk of initial treatment for respiratory tract disease was 43% greater in cattle exposed to a PI animal, compared with those not exposed to a PI animal. Overall, 15.9% of initial respiratory tract disease events were attributable to exposure to a PI animal.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance—Relatively few PI cattle arrive at feedlots. However, those cattle are more likely to require treatment for respiratory tract disease and either become chronically ill or die than cattle that are not PI. In addition, they are associated with an increase in the incidence of respiratory tract disease of in-contact cattle. (J Am Vet Med Assoc 2008;226:595–601)

Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) is an important pathogen of cattle and infection can lead to a variety of adverse health outcomes such as enteritis, abortion, fetal malformation, and bovine respiratory tract disease (BRD). The latter is by far the most important cause of increased rates of morbidity and mortality in feedlot cattle. Bovine viral diarrhea virus may contribute to the pathogenesis of BRD either as a primary respiratory pathogen or through immunosuppres-
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RUMINANTS

Materials and Methods

Cattle—Skin biopsy specimens were collected from 3 groups of cattle and histologically evaluated for specific immunohistochemical staining patterns characteristic of a persistent BVDV infection. The 3 groups of cattle included new arrivals at a single feedlot (group 1), chronically ill cattle derived from 7 feedlots (group 2), and a census of dead cattle during a 12-month period at a single feedlot (group 3). The feedlots used to house cattle for groups 1 and 3 were also sources of cattle for group 2. Cattle used in these studies were housed in or derived from 7 commercial feedlots located in southwest Kansas (n = 2) and the Texas Panhandle (5); group 2 cattle were housed in a feedlot for convalescent cattle, which was also located in the Texas Panhandle.

Group 1—Cross-sectional and cohort studies were performed with 2,000 auction market-derived, light yearling steers. Upon arrival, the cattle were administered doramectin (200 µg/kg [91 µg/lb]), a multivalent clostridial toxoid, and a vaccine containing live variants of bovine herpesvirus type 1, parainfluenza virus type 3, BVDV (types 1 and 2), and bovine respiratory syncytial virus. In addition, a growth promotant containing 90 mg of trenbolone acetate and 16 mg of estradiol was administered SC in the caudal aspect of the left ear. During arrival processing, a skin biopsy specimen was collected from each steer and processed. After initial processing, cattle were housed in 20 pens of approximately 100 cattle each and managed in accordance with routine feedlot practices. Cattle were evaluated for signs of illness by trained feedlot personnel. When cattle suspected of being ill were identified, they were moved to a cattle-handling facility and treated according to treatment protocols developed by the consulting veterinarian (DUT). Cattle were typically deemed to be chronically ill if they failed to respond favorably to the administration of 3 courses of treatment. These cattle were removed from group 1 and transferred to a separate feedlot for convalescent cattle. Cattle that died underwent postmortem evaluation, and cause of death was assigned under the supervision of the consulting veterinarian (DUT). If an animal with respiratory tract disease failed to respond favorably to an antimicrobial regimen or after responding favorably developed a subsequent episode of respiratory tract disease that required treatment as determined by the veterinary (DUT). Cattle were typically deemed to be chronically ill if they required administration of 4 or more treatment regimens for a particular disease or if the disease was deemed refractory to routine treatment of cattle located in the northern Texas Panhandle. Specimens were collected from November 2002 through October 2003 and processed as described. Formalin-fixed skin biopsy specimens were stored at the feedlot and submitted in batches throughout the 12-month period.

Sample collection and processing—Commercially available ear notchers were used to excise a 1 × 2-cm biopsy specimen of tissue from the ventral margin of either the left or right ear during postmortem evaluation or while the animal was restrained in a chute. Samples were fixed in neutral-buffered 10% formalin for at least 6 hours prior to further processing. Skin biopsy specimens from group 1 (n = 2,000) were transported to Colorado State University. On arrival, they were transferred from the formalin solution to phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBSS). All other samples were transported to the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory in Amarillo, Tex, for analysis.

Formalin-fixed tissue was routinely processed, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 µm, and mounted. Mounted sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated by use of xylenes and a graded series of alcohols. Sections were stained via slight modifications of described methods. Those samples processed at Colorado State University were stained by use of an automated stainer, whereas samples processed at the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory were manually stained. Briefly, a solution of monoclonal antibody against the conserved 15C5 antigen was applied at a dilution of 1:1,000 for 30 minutes. After 3 rinses in PBSS of 5 seconds each, alkaline phosphatase-labeled secondary antibody was applied for 10 minutes. Finally, a fast red chromagen was applied for 10 minutes. After rinsing 3 times for 5 seconds each in deionized water, sections were counterstained with hematoxylin. Positive and negative controls were stained with each batch of skin biopsy specimens. Positive controls included esophageal tissue from an animal that died from mucosal disease and skin from a PI animal. Nonimmune mouse serum was used in place of the primary antibody to generate negative controls. Processed samples were evaluated histologically for specific staining patterns described by Njaa et al as characteristic of a persistent BVDV infection. For the purposes of this study, cattle were classified as PI if typical staining was detected in multiple hair follicles and epithelial cells of the follicular isthmus and infundibulum. If atypical staining was observed, such as limited focal staining, a follow-up skin biopsy specimen was collected where possible and routinely processed as described. If no follow-up specimen was collected, the animal with an atypical staining pattern was classified as not PI.

Statistical analyses—For group 1 cattle, prevalence estimates of cattle PI at arrival, treatment for disease, death, or rejection from the study because of chronic illness were generated. A Wilson approximation for exact confidence intervals (CIs) was used to generate estimates of precision of prevalence. Prevalence and precision were similarly calculated for groups 2 and 3. A cohort study was performed with group 1 cattle to evaluate a potential spatial association of PI cattle with the risk and incidence of treatment for respiratory tract disease of in-contact cattle. The analysis proceeded at 2 levels on the basis of separate definitions of exposure. In the first analysis, cattle were considered exposed if they were penmates of a PI animal; all other cattle were considered not exposed. The second definition of exposure was broader and included penmates and those cattle in pens adjacent to a pen containing a PI animal. The outcome of interest was cattle with respiratory tract disease that required treatment as determined by trained feedlot animal health personnel. Both risk and incidence were calculated for the exposed and not exposed
cohorts and compared. For risk, the denominator was cattle at risk, whereas for incidence, the denominator was time (head [ie, cattle]-days) at risk. Cattle only contributed time at risk prior to their initial treatment for respiratory tract disease. Once initially treated, they did not contribute to time at risk even if they responded favorably and were returned to their home pen.

Descriptive estimates of morbidity rate (risk and incidence), mortality rate, and other cattle losses (cattle rejected from the study because of chronic illness) were generated for exposed and not exposed cohorts. Relative risk, rate ratios and their 95% CI, and P values were calculated via freely available software packages. Within each software package, P values were calculated via the χ² or Poisson distributions for risk and incidence, respectively. Evaluations of feedlot-to-feedlot and submission-to-submission variation for groups 2 and 3, respectively, were performed with χ² goodness of fit tests. Population attributable fraction, an estimate of total disease attributable to exposure, was calculated by use of the estimators of relative risk and rate ratio. For all comparisons, P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Group 1—Two thousand cattle with mean ± SEM arrival weight of 318.1 ± 0.62 kg (699.8 ± 1.4 lb) were enrolled into this aspect of the study. These cattle were received and processed in 5 groups during a 9-day period from February 26 to March 6, 2002. The groups of cattle were processed within approximately 24 hours of arrival on February 27 (n = 400), March 1 (602), March 4 (400), March 5 (401), and March 6 (197). Steers were housed in 20 pens containing a mean, median, minimum, and maximum of 100, 100, 95, and 107 cattle, respectively. The pens were all located on the west side of a single north-south feed alley. The 20 pens were arranged in 2 groupings of 10 consecutive pens (pen numbers 21 to 30 and 33 to 42). The cattle housed in pens 31 and 32 were nonstudy cattle of unknown BVDV status.

Steers were slaughtered after a mean ± SE of 161.5 ± 0.6 days after arrival. All cattle were sent to a commercial abattoir on the same day, in contrast to staggered arrival processing. Of the cattle enrolled in the study, 6.5% (n = 130) were treated for disease. The vast majority (98%) of treatment regimens were administered to cattle with signs of respiratory tract disease. Of the cattle treated, 69.5% (n = 91) were treated once, whereas 15.3% (20), 10.7% (14), and 4.5% (6) were treated 2, 3, and 4 or more times, respectively. Twelve (0.6%) cattle were rejected from the study because of chronic illness including respiratory tract disease (n = 8), enteritis (1), and miscellaneous conditions (3; not including respiratory tract disease, mucosal disease, lameness, or ruminal tympany). Twenty-one (1.05%) cattle did not reach a desirable slaughter weight.

Six cattle were identified as PI with BVDV, yielding a prevalence estimate of 0.3% (95% CI, 0.14 to 0.65). All PI cattle were administered more than 1 treatment regimen; on each occasion, the treatment...
regimens were administered for respiratory tract disease. Cattle PI with BVDV were administered more (P < 0.01) treatment regimens than non-PI cattle that received at least 1 treatment regimen (3.17 vs 1.46 treatments, respectively). All PI cattle were either rejected from the study because of chronic respiratory tract disease (n = 3) or died (3). Those PI cattle that died had gross lesions consistent with mucosal disease. Persistently infected cattle deemed chronically ill were rejected 31 (n = 1) and 147 (2) days after arrival, whereas the PI animals that died did so 33, 50, and 58 days after arrival. Of the treated, dead, and rejected cattle, 4.6%, 14.3%, and 25%, respectively, were classified as PI with BVDV.

In the first analysis, which evaluated the effect of exposure to a PI animal on morbidity rate, exposure was defined as those cattle within a pen that contained a PI animal. Overall, cattle in 4 pens that contained 402 cattle were considered exposed, whereas cattle in 16 pens that contained 1,598 cattle were considered not exposed. The risk of disease in exposed and not exposed cattle was 7.0% and 5.9%, respectively; these were not significantly different (relative risk, 1.17; 95% CI, 0.74 to 1.69 [P = 0.60]). The incidence of disease in the exposed and not exposed cohorts was 4.6 and 3.9 treatments/10,000 head-days, respectively (rate ratio, 1.18; 95% CI, 0.75 to 1.76 [P = 0.53]).

In the second analysis, exposure was defined more broadly to include those cattle considered exposed in the first analysis and those cattle in pens adjacent to a pen containing a PI animal (ie, any animal with the opportunity for direct contact with a PI animal). On the basis of this definition, cattle in 9 pens were classified as exposed and cattle in 11 pens were not exposed (Table 1). Cattle exposed to a PI animal had a 43% greater risk (P = 0.04) of initial treatment for respiratory tract disease, compared with not exposed cattle (Figure 1). Pens with exposed cattle were more likely to have cattle with greater than mean risk of treatment for respiratory tract disease (P = 0.03); cattle in 7 of the 10 pens with cattle with the greatest risk of treatment were exposed to a PI animal, whereas cattle in only 2 of the 10 pens with cattle with the lowest risk for treatment were exposed. Of the initial treatments for respiratory tract disease, 15.9% were attributable to exposure to a PI animal (ie, the population attributable fraction). Cattle treated for respiratory tract disease were typically administered more treatment regimens if they were exposed to a PI animal than if they were not exposed to a PI animal (1.76 vs 1.46 treatments, respectively [P = 0.04]).

When incidence rates were compared between cohorts, exposed cattle had 48% greater (P = 0.03) incidence of initial respiratory tract disease, compared with not exposed cattle (Table 1). In terms of population attributable fraction, 17.4% of the incidence of respiratory tract disease was attributable to exposure to a PI animal. Epidemic and cumulative risk curves were also determined (Figure 2). No adverse effect (P > 0.3 for all models) of exposure was detected on risk of death, being rejected from the study, or total cattle loss (death loss plus rejection from the study).

**Group 2**—Specimens were collected from 1,383 chronically ill cattle. These cattle were derived from 7 feedlots with a mean, minimum, and maximum of 197.4, 33, and 314 cattle sampled per feedlot, respectively. Thirty-six cattle were classified as PI, yielding a prevalence estimate of 2.6% (95% CI, 1.9 to 3.6). There was no evidence that prevalence varied among feedlots (Table 2 [P = 0.46]).

**Group 3**—Specimens were collected from 1,585 cattle at postmortem examination during a 12-month period. Specimens were submitted to the diagnostic laboratory on 12 occasions throughout the year, and there was a mean of 32 days (range, 15 to 75 days) between specimen submissions. Of the cattle from which specimens were collected, 2.5% (95% CI, 1.8 to 3.3; n = 39) were classified as PI. Variation in prevalence among batches of specimens was not detected (P = 0.42).
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Table 2—Variables associated with PI cattle among 1,383 chronically ill cattle derived from 7 feedlots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Feedlot</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of ill cattle</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>1,383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of PI cattle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence (%)</td>
<td>0.0–9.9</td>
<td>2.5–18.0</td>
<td>1.2–6.5</td>
<td>1.1–5.7</td>
<td>1.5–6.2</td>
<td>0.7–3.9</td>
<td>1.3–5.1</td>
<td>1.8–3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Table 1 for remainder of key.

Discussion

Relatively few cattle are PI on arrival at a feedlot. Our prevalence estimate of 0.3% of cattle compared favorably with estimates of others in which 0.15% of 1,995 Mississippi-origin calves and 0.23% of 4,705 Iowa feedlot cattle were classified as PI with BVDV. In addition, Wittum et al reported a similar percentage of ranch calves were PI. Data reported by others indicate that the distribution of PI cattle in the cow-calf setting is extremely clustered. In other words, most ranches do not contain a PI animal; yet when a PI animal is detected, the herd likely contains more than 1. It is possible that PI cattle entering feedlots are similarly clustered by herd of origin. Although it is possible that some or all of the PI cattle identified in group 1 originated from a single herd, it was not possible to evaluate herd-of-origin clustering in our study because the cattle were procured through the auction market systems of various states. If clustering was present in our study, herdmates of the PI cattle would have had longer exposure to the PI cattle than non-herdmates commingled at the auction markets. Further research is required to evaluate herd-level risk when clustering is present.

The PI cattle in our study (group 1) were more likely to require treatment for respiratory tract disease and either become chronically ill or die, compared with cattle that were not PI. This conclusion appears to be supported by the estimates obtained from groups 2 and 3 in which 2.6% and 2.5% of chronically ill and dead cattle, respectively, were determined to be PI with BVDV. Because cattle cannot become PI after birth, all surviving cattle that have been at the feedlot for greater amounts of time are PI. Ultimately, all survived for at least 4 weeks or more. This may be of importance because new arrivals are at much greater risk of respiratory tract disease, compared with cattle that have been at the feedlot for greater amounts of time. It is interesting that exposure to a PI animal appeared to have little effect when exposure was narrowly defined to include just those cattle within the pen of a PI animal. Although not significant, these pens were at a slightly greater risk of disease than not exposed cattle. However, when exposure was defined more broadly to include adjacent pens of a pen containing a PI animal, exposure had a detectable adverse effect on morbidity rate, compared with not exposed cattle. We chose to include adjacent pens in this definition of exposure because frequent cross-fence interactions such as grooming were observed, and water troughs were placed in the fence between pens so that cattle from 2 pens could access the same water trough. In addition, BVDV is known to be highly infectious and it is unreasonable to believe that a cable and post fence would prevent cross-fence virus transmission. The results of the 2 analyses should not be viewed as contradictory but likely reflect the highly infectious nature of BVDV in that transmission, and therefore BVDV-induced disease, is not necessarily confined within a feedlot pen. In other words, the deleterious health consequences associated with a PI animal extend beyond the fence of a typical feedlot pen. Although our broader definition of exposure was not perfect, it did appear adequate to detect an adverse effect of a spatial association with a PI animal. Incidence of treatment for respiratory tract disease was 43% greater in cattle with the opportunity for direct contact with a PI animal. Moreover, 15.9% of initial treatments for respiratory tract disease were attributable to exposure to an animal PI with BVDV. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the magnitude of excess disease attributable to exposure to a PI animal has been described. Furthermore, those cattle that required treatment for respiratory tract disease typically required more treatments if they were exposed to a PI animal, compared with cattle that were not exposed. This adverse effect on health occurred although all cattle were vaccinated with a vaccine containing live types 1 and 2 BVDV. It is tempting to speculate that the excess disease observed in our study was because of transmission of BVDV from PI cattle. This was, however, not examined in our study and requires further epidemiologic research to establish a causal relationship.

Taylor et al followed a pen of 28 PI cattle in a feedlot, and none survived to a desirable slaughter weight. Those cattle presumably provided high-level exposure for each other and may have been at greater risk of death than PI cattle sporadically distributed among cattle not PI with BVDV. In our study, all the PI cattle died or were rejected (because of chronic illness) prior to reaching a desirable slaughter weight; however, all survived for at least 4 weeks or more. This may be of importance because new arrivals are at much greater risk of respiratory tract disease, compared with cattle that have been at the feedlot for greater amounts of time. Ultimately, new arrivals are more susceptible to pathogens than established cattle. Not surprisingly, almost all respiratory tract disease events occur within 4 weeks of arrival. Persistently infected cattle that are present during this period presumably serve as a high-level source of BVDV for in-contact cattle. Interestingly, 33% of group 1 PI cattle survived to within 2 weeks of slaughter. Long-term survival, such as we observed, would facilitate continued high-level exposure to BVDV and may possibly contribute to so-called late-break disease events in which an unexpected epidemic of respiratory tract disease is observed in cattle.
that are advanced in the feeding process (eg, > 70 days since arrival).

A weighted prevalence estimate of 0.23% at arrival can be derived by use of our data and those of others. Therefore, among 100,000 cattle arriving at a feedlot, one would expect approximately 230 PI cattle. Given an industry mean risk of death loss and rejection of 1.42% and 0.7%, respectively, 1,420 and 700 cattle would be expected to die or be sold prior to a desirable slaughter weight. We determined that 2.5% and 2.6% of dead and chronically ill cattle (those typically sold prior to a desirable slaughter weight), respectively, were PI with BVDV. Thus, approximately 176 (ie, 230 minus 54) PI cattle would survive to a desirable slaughter weight and presumably be marketed through routine channels provided our estimates and those of others are accurate. Although this may seem unlikely, others have reported long-term survival of PI cattle. United States feedlot production practices invariably result in new arrivals being placed in pens adjacent to cattle that have been at the feedlot for considerable time because entire feedlots do not operate on an all-in all-out basis as do some other food production systems. In other words, penloads of cattle are procured and marketed throughout the year primarily on the basis of economic factors. Persistently infected cattle, therefore, have the potential to provide long-term high-level exposure to penmates and adjacent new arrivals even if no PI animal is within a pen of new arrivals.

We did not detect significant feedlot-to-feedlot variation in the prevalence of PI cattle among those deemed to be chronically ill. Although this does not preclude variability in prevalence among feedlots, it does indicate that typically there is little biologically important variation in the prevalence of PI cattle in large feedlots of the southern High Plains.

We also did not detect significant variation in prevalence among batches of specimens submitted during the cross-sectional study of group 3 cattle. Some specimens had the potential to be in formalin for approximately 3 months, whereas the typical time spent in formalin was 48 days. It is generally recommended by most diagnostic laboratories that specimens be processed more expeditiously. Within the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory in Amarillo, however, we have observed no detectable signal loss in specimens stored in formalin for several months. Our data suggest that formalin-fixed skin biopsy specimens, when stored appropriately, may be processed several weeks after collection without substantial loss in test sensitivity.

We did not detect an adverse effect on cattle loss (death and rejection from the study). Because the risk of cattle loss was low (1.65%), the number of cattle enrolled in our study resulted in poor statistical power. To detect a similar increase in mortality rate as was observed for morbidity rate (ie, 43%), approximately 10,000 cattle in the exposed and the not exposed cohorts each needed to be enrolled. Further larger-scale epidemiologic research is required to evaluate the spatial association of cattle PI with BVDV and adverse effects on cattle loss and performance.
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